
GPS February 10, 2019: This week we’ll use a core message/theme 
from Fred Rogers work as a guide for each day. Enjoy 

Monday: Kindness - Galatians 5:22 - Knowing what you know about 
Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, is there a program today that teaches this 
value? Is there anyone similar to Mr. Rogers? Who inspires you to be 
kind? How were the fruits of the spirit demonstrated in his life? What 
lessons can you take for your own life? Who in your network of friends, 
family, co-workers needs to experience kindness today? What can you 
do to express it? 

Tuesday: Inclusion - Romans 8:38 - 39 - No one would have called 
Paul an “inclusionist” prior to his coming to faith in Christ. What he 
discovered in Jesus changed everything. Seems the same was true for 
Mr. Rogers. His show modeled inclusivity across many areas, including 
race, gender, sexuality and more. As one person, he had a lot of impact 
and inspired a generation. What can you do today, this week, this year, 
to make a difference?  

Wednesday: Spreading good  Galatians 6:9 —  Have your heard of the 
term “compassion fatigue?” It’s a term some people use referring to 
someone being overwhelmed with the needs of the world that it creates 
stress - and in the end, they stop caring. Mr. Rogers seemed 
indefatigable - untiring. The documentary shines a spotlight on this 
statement: “Make goodness attractive.” What does that mean to you? 
How can we make goodness attractive?  

Thursday: Inspiring caring in the very young - 1 Timothy 4:12 - As 
Rick mentioned on Sunday, some people will say, “The youth are the 
future of the church/world/etc.” Mr. Rogers insisted that the youth are an 
important part of the present. They have a voice now, not in some distant 
future. Would Mister Rogers have the same impact on children today? 
Why or why not? How can you be a positive influence on young people? 
How can you model caring and loving behavior for children and youth? 
What role do children and youth play in our church? in our community?  

Friday: Leveraging mass media for good - Romans 12:2 — There is 
no getting away from it - we live in a digital age. A reporter recently tried 
to “unplug” from the big five companies that rule most of our media and 
found she could not function. It is almost inseparable from life. This is 
not new for the church. The church was challenged when the printing 
press came on the scene (no kidding - it saw it as a threat!) How can the 
church use media for good? How might we use it for good - for 
inspiration - for “building community” (this is our Fred Rogers viewed his 
show.) What lessons can we take from Mister Rogers in our own time? 
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